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KING HIPPY PRESS RELEASE 
To support release of new single ‘’Raise The Vibe Up’ on 20/10/20 

 

King Hippy is an outfit that has evolved and formed naturally over time between its founders David Sye and David 
Punshon. Together since the eighties, the duo has been creating a wave of consciousness through music.    

After successful recent releases of ‘Can You Imagine’ and ‘My Little House’ in 2020, the band have an exciting new 
single ‘Raise The Vibe Up’ set to hit the scene on 1/8/20 

Honouring the spirits of individuals such as Arlo Guthrie, Bowie, Leon Russell, Jimi Hendrix, Jack Karoack, Miles 
Davis, Timothy Leary, King Hippys intention is to act as a vortex of vital creativity through sound and visual 
performance. They explore the limitless possibilities of expanded human consciousness to support and action the 
spread of an evolution – a revolution. A change that the world needs to listen to and act upon, especially now. 

King Hippy consists of David Punshon previously of Babe Ruth on keys and David Sye, who writes the melody and 
lyrics and is a yoga elder, son of crooning legend Frankie Vaughan and cousin of Amy Winehouse. The guys work 
together to arrange and produce all their tracks to create a unique musical art form. 

Recently Amanda Goward , a talented writer and singer, joined the band and has also taken over the management of 
King Hippy. 

Raise The Vibe Up was originally written back in 2016 but never released.  Now with a funkier, harder hitting vibe 
the band felt now was the time communities needed to hear the messages contained within the track.  At a time, the 
world is suffering with wars, restrictions, riots, the vibration of the planet is at an all-time low and this track 
highlights the need to fight hate with love.   

Sye reveals: ‘this song was literally born out of somehow finding myself caught up with the ordinary people on the 
ground during two major conflicts  both during the Bosnian war and the Middle East conflict and realising that there 
can never be a proper and lasting solution to human conflict in this world  unless somehow there is a major 
vibrational change on this planet Earth  for all those people Presently  involved’. 
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Press Notes – Our requests 

We would love to gain support and coverage of the track through any interviews and 

sponsorships.  The band are available for appearances, performances, interviews and 

photoshoots with pre booking through the management.  Please feel free to spread the single 

and its message far and wide! 

Contact 

For bookings and more information please contact amanda@almcontent.co.uk   
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